Carp Tackle
END TACKLE
Safety Bolt Rig

Safety Running Rig

In recent years the bolt rig has accounted for a large
number of specimen fish and has become the most
popular and safe carp rig in use. It is constructed of
a heavy lead attached to the safety lead clip which is
pushed onto size 8 swivel tied to the mainline. The idea is
that the lead can be pulled off of the clip if it gets snagged
up leaving the clip and the mainline free. The tail rubber
holds the lead in place on the arm of the clip. In case of a
bite once carp starts to run with bait the weight resistance
on the line will result in instant hook-set.

Our safety running rig is build
on the same safety principles
as the safety bolt rig with one
exception that carp is allowed
to swim away with the bait
feeling no resistance. When
using this method the hook has
to be set by the angler.

Semi-Fixed Running Rig
This is the classic of carp rigs. In this rig set, run rings
with large diameter were used in order to reduce the line
friction to minimum and prevent fish from feeling any
resistance. In case of a snag the lead will be released.

This set up can be used as a semi-fixed bolt rig or as a
semi-fixed running rig depending on where you position
the main run ring. The main run ring can be pushed into
the recess to become semi-fixed bolt rig or it can be left to
slide as a running set-up until the run ring hits the safety
rubber bead which will result in a hook-set.

Rig Sets

Helicopter Rig - Dual L.C.

Running Rig

Item No.

Description

No. of Pieces

05527

Safety Bolt Rig

5 / Set

05526

Safaety Runing Rig

5 / Set

05529

Running Rig

5 / Set

05530

Semi-Fixed Running Rig

5 / Set

05532

Helicopter Rig - Dual L.C.

5 / Set

Our dual lead core helicopter rig is the newest addition to
the wide selection of carp rigs. Lead core ensures that
the bait lays flat on the lake bed and eliminated tangles.
This rig is very fast and easy o assemble.
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Semi-Fixed Safety Beads

Rubber Beads

Semi-fixed safety beads have a
dual use. They can be used to
create safety “bolt” rigs or semifixed running rigs depending on the
position of the main run ring.

Rubber beads can be used as back
stop beads to enhance “bolt” effect.
They are also used as on of the
components in building safety running
rig. Available diameters 4mm, 6mm.

Tail Rubbers

Safety Lead Clips

Tail rubbers are pushed over the lead
clip to prevent the weight from being
discharge under normal use. They
are also used with silicon tubing to
hold it in place. Tail rubbers are also
used with “the method feeders” as
well as in-line leads.

Our safety lead clips are offered in a
standard and strong version. They
are designed for the ultimate safety
“bolt” rig. Their function is to allow
safe lead discharge in case of a
snag.

Buffer Beads

Run Rings

Buffer beads are made of shock
absorbent rubber compound to protect
your swivel and knot, grip your tubing
and let your lead run freely.

These large diameter run rings are
designed to be used with running
legers set-ups. Run rings reduce line
friction and resistance caused by the
lead.

Rig Accessories
Item No.

Description

05514

Safety Lead Clips

05515

Safety Leac Clips “strong”

05520

Tail Rubbers

05517

Run Rings

05519

Semi-Fixed Safety Beads

05518

Buffer Beads

05601

Rubber Beads “4mm”

05602

Rubber Beads “6mm”

Hair Stops

Shrink Tube

Sillicone Tubing

Our hair stops are designed to
prevent boilies or other carp bait
from sliding off the hair rig.

Shrink tube is perfect for improving
the hooking efficiency of any hook
by curving the hook-link inwards.
It shrinks down to one third of its
original size to form a really neat
bait presentation.

Silicone tubing is primarily used
as an anti-tangle leader above the
lead. It also adds and extra layer
of abrasion resistance. Available
diameters: 1.0mm, 1.5mm. Color:
black, green olive.

Anti-Tangle Plastic Tube

Rig Accessories

Swivels
Top quality rolling swivels with black
nickel finish. 80 lbs test. Available in
size: 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14.

Very usefully in mounting cage
feeders or leads to the snap.
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Item No.

Description

05709

Hair Stops

05501

Sillicone Tubing “1.0mm”

05502

Sillicone Tubing “1.5mm”

05509

Shring Tube

AJ-KR103

Swivels

AJ-403

Anti-Tangle Plastic Tube

03626

PVA Bags

Carp Tackle
PVA Bags
One of modern methods
of carp fishing is using
PVA bags. This method
can be deadly because
it presents a bed of
groundbait or pellets with
your hookbait amongst
them, being the only one
of its type and size. This
is also the most effective
method of catching carps
from a distance when it
is impossible to chum
the distant area with a spod rocket or sling shot.
There are different types of PVA bags available.
They can be woven into a sock like expandable
bag or they can look just like plastic bags. It
takes approximately 30-90 sec for the PVA bag
to completely dissolve in water.
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